OnGuard Safety is Digital PPE for all workers performing their daily tasks. Helping companies to prevent negligence, reduce insurance premiums while causing minimum impact on existing workflows.

- protect
- alert
- resolve
- report
OnGuard Command Portal

The web-based Command Portal provides full overview about location and safety status of every worker.

- Safe Workers
- Workers in Life Check Mode with defined Life Check intervals
- Workers in an Emergency
- Areas with a higher risk assessment that require regular check-ins
- Danger Zones
The OnGuard App provides situational awareness and alerting capabilities for workers in the field across all platforms.

**Mobile Client**

Compatible across all platforms

- Normal mode
- Life Check Mode
- Panic Button
- See other workers and their status
OnGuard Safety is the only application that actively prevents incidents from happening.

**Hazardous Location Alerts**
Upon entering a hazardous location the worker is:
- Alerted about the situation
- Reminded to wear appropriate PPE
- Enrolled into a Life Check Mode
- Placed on a watch list

**Danger Zones**
Danger Zones can be set to prevent workers lacking the right training or credentials from entering certain areas or tell other workers to exit a specific zone where a danger is present.

**Mobile Hazard Alerts**
Workers on foot and drivers of potentially dangerous vehicles (e.g. big machinery or fork lifts) receive alerts of a potential collision.
OnGuard Safety provides redundancies to assure that workers in emergency situations are being noticed.

**Emergency Alert**
Pressing a simple button on the screen, a physical red button on a phone or a panic button on a wearable.

**Life Check Mode**
Workers can check in on a regular schedule. Should they miss a check in, their status goes into Emergency.

**Fall and Idle Detection**
Automatic alerts can be sent when the app detects a fall or a specific period of stillness.

**Wearable and IoT support**
Gas detector integration triggers specific alerts in the Command Portal and to nearby workers. IoT devices like personal Bluetooth panic buttons are also supported.
OnGuard Safety provides capabilities to quickly assess a situation and respond appropriately and effectively.

**Exact Locations**
Best in class positioning technology for indoor and outdoor positioning. On-demand locations provides instant location updates when needed.

**Emergency Management Dashboard**
Knowing the precise state and reason of an Emergency alert and having defined call down lists, call management profiles and escalation notes help to stay on top of any situation.

**Emergency Monitoring**
OnGuard has you covered 24/7/365 with emergency dispatchers that are ready to make sure you have the best possible outcome for your emergency.
OnGuard Safety has full reporting capabilities and functions to prevent workers from tampering with their Digital PPE.

**Status Reporting**
Report on location history, status changes and check-ins for post-incident training or proof of compliance.

**Full Remote Control**
Administrators can configure individual settings and locked them so that users can no longer make unauthorized changes to their safety settings.